
Governance

2021 Governance Highlights:
  Increased Board of Directors’ diversity 

  Reinforced our commitment to risk management by 
adding the role of Chief Risk Officer (CRO)

  Strengthened ESG reporting and disclosure with the 
adoption of reporting standards from the Task Force 
on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) and the 
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)

  Enhanced regulatory and environmental compliance 
data management through the formation of CNX’s 
Regulatory Reporting Group, led by our Regulatory 

Reporting Controller
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CNX meets domestic and global energy demand 
in a way that protects the health and safety of our 
employees, improves the environment, lowers 
regional GHG emissions, grows the communities 
where we operate, and delivers value to  
our owners. The CNX values of Responsibility, 
Ownership, and Excellence, along with our  
Code of Employee Business Conduct and Ethics, 
and Health, Safety and Environmental (HSE) 
Policy are cornerstones of our Sustainable 
Business Model.

CNX’s Board of Directors maintains governance 
oversight and, along with our management 
team, believes that corporate governance goes 
hand-in-hand with strong long-term operational 
and financial performance. Additionally, we 
believe that sound corporate governance is 
essential in making good decisions on behalf  
of our shareholders, employees, and other 
stakeholders and is a prerequisite to success  
in the social and environmental arenas.

The Board of Directors regularly reviews our gover-
nance policies to ensure that we follow applicable 
laws and regulations as well as best practices. 

Under our Corporate Governance Guidelines, the 
Board is charged with assessing major risks and 
reviewing options for their mitigation with the 
assistance of the various Board committees. 
Even when a risk has been delegated to a partic-
ular committee, the Board continues to monitor 
such risk through its receipt and review of 
reports by the respective committees at each 
regularly scheduled Board meeting. To assist in 
the identification and management of risk, the 
Board and senior management regularly consult 
with shareholders and other stakeholders to 
identify issues and opportunities.

The Audit Committee assists the Board in its 
general oversight of, among other things, CNX’s 
policies, guidelines, and related practices regarding 
risk assessment and risk management, including 
the risk of fraud. As part of this endeavor, the Audit 
Committee reviews and assesses the Company’s 
major financial, legal, and similar risk exposures and 
the steps that management has taken to monitor 
and control such exposures. The Audit Committee 
also reviews and assesses the quality and integrity 
of CNX’s public reporting, the Company’s com-
pliance with legal and regulatory requirements, 
the performance and independence of the com-
pany’s independent auditors, the performance of 
the internal audit department, the effectiveness 
of CNX’s disclosure controls and procedures, and 
the adequacy and effectiveness of the Company’s 
risk management policies and related practices.

Our directors bring diverse talents, 
experience, and sound judgment in 
areas that drive long-term per share 
value creation.

Our Nominating and Corporate Governance 
Committee addresses risks associated with our 
management structure by reviewing, among 
other matters, the qualifications, and backgrounds 
of our directors on an annual basis to ensure that 
our Board is composed of individuals who can 
provide appropriate oversight to our executive 
management team. Further, the Nominating and 
Corporate Governance Committee oversees the 
Board candidate consideration process to ensure 
that Board membership includes directors who 
have diverse personal and professional back-
grounds, skills, experiences, and perspectives, 
including diversity of race, ethnicity, gender, and 
age, that, when combined, provide a varied port-
folio of experience and knowledge that well serve 
CNX’s governance and strategic needs.

How We Operate
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The Compensation Committee reviews and 
assists in our succession planning and assesses 
whether our compensation policies and prac-
tices adversely incentivize excessive risk-taking. 
The Compensation Committee additionally is 
responsible for evaluating human capital man-
agement programs.

Finally, and central to this report, our Environmental, 
Safety and Corporate Responsibility Committee 
addresses various topics associated with envi-
ronmental, safety, and corporate responsibility 
matters. This committee reviews (i) any material 
compliance issues with health, safety, and envi-
ronmental laws, (ii) any material pending or 
threatened administrative, regulatory, or judicial 
proceedings regarding health, safety or environ-
mental matters, (iii) management’s response to 
the foregoing matters and (iv) issues of corporate 
responsibility and security (including cybersecurity).

Our executive leadership team is responsible for 
the management and assessment of risk at CNX 
and communicating those risks to our Board. 

Risk management is a  
central part of our strategic 
management, increasing the 
probability of success and 
reducing the probability of  
failure and the uncertainty  
of achieving our goals. 

Through regular presentations to the Board and 
the appropriate committees (as determined by 
the subject matter of the particular risk), which 
occur at least quarterly, management identifies 
and discusses material risks affecting the Company 
and our business, including reviewing economic, 
environmental, and social matters. CNX believes 
that risk management is a central part of its  
strategic management, increasing the probability 
of success and reducing the probability of failure 
and the uncertainty of achieving our goals. The 
key to mitigating risks and operating a sustainable 
business is found at the convergence of proper and 
continuous risk identification and management. 
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This culture starts with the tone at the top and is 
aided by effective policies and translating strategy 
into tactical and operational objectives with 
assigned responsibility throughout the organiza-
tion. In other words, we mitigate risk by raising 
awareness and promoting accountability among 
employees, promoting them, and rewarding them 
for risk management and compliant behaviors to 
help mitigate even the smallest risks. 

Raising awareness and 
accountability among employees, 
training them, and rewarding 
them for risk management and 
compliant behaviors to help 
mitigate even the smallest risks. 

This philosophy is embodied in the collaborative 
decision between our Board and management in 
early 2022 to create a Chief Risk Officer (CRO) 
position. The CRO reports to the CEO and works 
closely with the operational, financial, and legal 
teams to identify, assess, and mitigate strategic, 
operational, compliance, and reputational risks to 
CNX. The CRO provides centralized oversight of 
risk and works closely with the various disciplines 
in the company to develop risk management and 
compliance programs at the levels where day-to-
day risk management is paramount.

Internally, ESG matters are overseen by CNX’s 
Chief Excellence Officer, who reports to the 
CEO. Performance is based on the evaluation of 
our stated targets across multiple objectives. 
Further, CNX’s Chairman of the Environmental, 
Safety, and Corporate Responsibility Committee, 
of which all director's are a member, has formal 
oversight of ESG issues at the Board of Directors 
level. Matters relating to corporate responsibility, 
including material topics outlined throughout 
this report, are shared with this committee as 
deemed necessary; and executive management 
regularly holds review meetings with the com-
mittee chair to provide updates on progress 
between regular board meetings. Additionally, 
ESG considerations and assessments expand 
well beyond the boardroom. Material issues are 
evaluated by subject matter experts and have 
clear avenues of elevation to all levels of the 
company’s management. More information 
about our Quality Management System (QMS) 
and regulatory reporting team can be found in 
the social and environmental sections. Further, 
CNX is regularly engaged with a variety of 
industry and basin-specific trade associations 
that consider evolving environmental, regulatory, 
legal, and other material trends.
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CNX made great strides toward increasing the diversity of leadership 
in 2021 and early 2022. The following appointments underscore our 
commitment to including diverse thought, skill, and background 
among those setting the strategy of and managing our business:

COMMITMENT TO MERITOCRACY, 
AND DIVERSITY OF THOUGHT, 
SKILL, AND BACKGROUND

Robert O. Agbede joined the Board in January 2022. Mr. Agbede has a wide range of 
experience in the fields of engineering, technology development, and environmental science. 
He is also a well-respected and accomplished business and community leader in western 
Pennsylvania. 

Ravi Srivastava was elevated to President, New Technologies and will lead the development 
and commercialization of CNX’s emerging technology opportunities. Particular focus will  
be applied to deploying solutions for mitigating industry GHG emissions and in developing 
new market opportunities for natural gas utilization.

Hayley Scott was appointed to the role of CNX’s Chief Risk Officer. In this newly created role, 
Ms. Scott is responsible for the management and governance necessary to identify, evaluate, 
mitigate, and manage CNX’s strategic, operational, financial, compliance, and reputational risks.

TCFD and SASB Adoption
In 2021, CNX continued its journey toward implementation of the recommendations made by the Task 
Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosure (TCFD) and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board 
(SASB) disclosure standards. We remain committed to utilizing TCFD and SASB standards to improve 
our operational efficiency and financial performance.

Formation of Regulatory Reporting Group
CNX’s Regulatory Reporting Group, headed by its Controller, is responsible for enhancing CNX’s 
regulatory and environmental compliance data management processes. This new function brings  
an elevated level of rigor to the governance of regulatory reporting that mirrors financial reporting 
and auditing practices of public companies and Sarbanes-Oxley (“SOX”) controls. This effort will 
improve reporting and the timeliness and accuracy of our reports, and we expect it will also improve 
environmental performance. We intend to share best practices with peer companies developing similar 
processes to help lead the domestic energy industry in this important arena. For more on this topic  
see page 44.
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An Advocate for Our 
Industry and Region

Consistent with our governance strategy, CNX is 
an active advocate for our industry and strongly 
encourages our employees to be active advocates 
for their passions and interests. You will read 
about some of these interests and what advocacy 
means to some of our employees throughout this 
report. CNX advocates through robust commu-
nity engagement, political action committees, 
trade association memberships, and direct engage-
ment by management. We invest resources into 
these efforts to ensure policymakers, regulators, 
media, communities, and the public understand 
the crucial, positive impacts low carbon intensity 
domestic energy has on families, businesses, and 
underserved communities across the region, 
nation, and world.

CNX recognizes that our positions do not always completely align with those adopted by these asso-
ciations, organizations, and work groups. Our membership should not be considered a direct 
endorsement of all individualized activities of these organizations. 

CNX IS A PROUD MEMBER OR 
SUPPORTER OF:

“ In my eyes, advocacy is to support oth-
ers through providing information and 
guidance during challenging times. I am 
an advocate for students to gain access 
to conversations and education on finan-
cial literacy and career opportunities 
through serving on a local non-profit’s 
young professional board. Through the 
board, I volunteer within school districts 
and programs to educate on financial 
principles, demonstrate critical life skills, 
inspire innovation, and empower students 
to succeed. I share a passion in how CNX 
advocates for the next generation through 
career Awareness in our local area. I am 
proud of CNX’s dedication to provide 
opportunities to learn about potential 
careers and create connections for  
local students.”

Pauline Clarchick

Engineer II, CNX
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The CNX PAC pro-
motes the interests 
of CNX Resources 
Corporation, its 
employees and their 
families, the region, 
and the low carbon 
intensity domestic 
energy industry.

The CNX Resources Corporation Political Action 
Committee (CNX PAC) serves as the political 
voice of our eligible employees and acts in full 
compliance with federal and state campaign 
finance and applicable laws. The CNX PAC pro-
motes the interests of CNX Resources Corporation, 
its employees and their families, the region, and the 
domestic energy industry. CNX PAC had operating 
expenses and made distributions totaling $54,000 
to support candidates and candidate committees.

We intend to increase our PAC investments in 
the coming years. Specifically, the CNX PAC will 
continue to expand support for candidates who 
proudly champion and advocate for our industry 
and our region, regardless of party affiliation. 
We view our PAC as a critical tool in our mission 
to ensure that public policy issues around energy 
and the environment are openly debated based 
on sound math, science, and transparent data.

Furthermore, CNX made corporate political con-
tributions totaling $70,500 in states where we 
have operational or end-user interests. CNX 
invested $45,500 directly supporting candidates 
or PACs in states where corporate political con-
tributions are permissible, namely Virginia. The 
balance was allocated toward other activities 
and initiatives that are permissible and consistent 
with the philosophy governing our public advo-
cacy and community investment strategy.
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Cybersecurity

During the last year, CNX formed a dedicated 
cybersecurity team whose mission is to combat 
these ever-growing threats and protect the 
organization’s digital assets. The Director of 
Cybersecurity reports to the Chief Excellence 
Officer (CXO).

Sound cybersecurity is essential to protect all 
categories of data from theft and damage. This 
includes sensitive data, personally identifiable 
information, intellectual property, and industry 
information systems. Cyber threats can come 
from any level of an organization. The cyberse-
curity effort involves awareness training to  
educate our employees and contractors about 
common cyber threats like social engineering 
scams, phishing, ransomware attacks, and other 
malware designed to steal intellectual property  
or personal data. Industrial controls and other 
infrastructure can be disrupted or destroyed  
by cyberattack. Cyberattacks may aim to com-
promise data integrity (destroy or change data) 
to breed confusion in an organization.

We work in cooperation with various govern-
ment agencies and employ multiple practices 
from the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework, all 
focused on protecting our digital assets and 
keeping our business functioning at a high level.

We continuously enhance 
infrastructure and cybersecurity 
programs with a focus on risk 
mitigation and data protection.

We continuously enhance infrastructure and 
cybersecurity programs with a focus on risk 
mitigation and data protection. One mechanism 
to support this is an exhaustive inventory of all 
our systems, the data owners, and the security 
capability of each system. We regularly review 
the strategy for each of these systems.

A two-pronged approach is used for vulnerability 
scanning and mitigations, which are reviewed 
monthly. This helps resolve high-priority issues 
quickly. CNX is also implementing innovative 
cybersecurity improvement projects from the 
wellhead to the off-site data center that have 
been reviewed by our governance structure 
which includes periodic updates to the Board.
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Governance Timeline

1864  Company is founded and begins providing energy to support quality of life

1988  Company initiates natural gas extraction

1999  Company initiates Initial Public Offering (IPO)

2005  CNX Gas IPO

2008  CNX drills its first Marcellus horizontal well in Greene County, PA

2010  Acquires Dominion Resources and 100% of CNX Gas, becoming one of the 
largest natural gas production companies in Appalachia

2012  First among Appalachian peers to publish a Corporate Responsibility Report

2017  Completes divestiture of coal assets with corporate spin

2020  Announces Sustainable Business Model

  Expands Board committees to include ESG matters (ESCR Committee)

  Acquires all outstanding shares of CNX Midstream Partners 

2021  Establishes position for Regulatory Reporting Controller and establishes 
Regulatory Reporting Department

2022  Expands C-Suite management and BOD

Please see our 2021 Annual Report on Form 10-K and 
the 2022 Proxy Statement, available at cnx.com under 
the Investors-Financials tab.
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Directors and Executive 
Management

Name and Title Thorndike
Chair

Deiuliis
Pres., CEO

Agbede Clarkson Lally-Green Lanigan McGuire Akinkugbe
CXO

Griffith
COO

Reyes
EVP Legal

Rush
CFO

Scott
CRO

Srivastava
Pres., New 
Tech

Skill and Experience Board of Directors Executive Management

Senior Officer/Leadership 
CNX values directors with 
senior leadership experience 
that can provide valuable 
insights about and practical 
solutions to common issues 
facing our company and the 
natural gas industry at large.

Finance/Accounting 
Directors with backgrounds in 
financial services and account-
ing bring tremendous value 
to our Board when advising 
on strategic capital allocation 
decisions and in complying 
with public company reporting 
requirements.

_ _

Industry/Technical 
We believe that technical 
expertise, including those 
directors with a background in 
engineering, and experience 
in the natural gas industry, 
is particularly beneficial to 
our Board as it considers oper-
ational performance and other 
issues specific to our business.

_ _ _ _ _ _

Business Strategy 
Our directors possess decades 
of experience successfully 
guiding businesses through 
strategic decision-making 
processes. CNX leverages  
this breadth of experience to 
assist in developing strategies 
to help achieve its long-term 
goal of creating shareholder 
value while simultaneously  
enhancing our communities 
and delivering energy solu-
tions for today and tomorrow.

_

Corporate  
Governance/Legal
An unwavering commitment 
to its comprehensive corpo-
rate governance program is 
at the core of CNX’s success.  
Thus, we value directors with 
legal skills and a history of 
promoting compliance with all 
aspects of internal policies and 
external regulations and laws 
applicable to our business.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Risk Management
Identifying, assessing, and 
mitigating risk is a core 
principle of any successful 
business. This is why CNX 
seeks directors with a deep 
understanding of the existing 
risks that our business faces 
and the ability to quickly 
identify and address new risks 
that may arise.

Attributes Board of Directors Executive Management

Gender Diversity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Ethnic/Racial Diversity _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The absence of a mark in a specific category is not indicative of an individual not possessing that particular experience. Indeed, we rely on unique knowledge and 
skills of each person in each of these categories. To the contrary, the above table is merely meant to illustrate areas of expertise in which certain individuals are 
particularly prominent and qualified to provide guidance to CNX.
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